Tasks

WikiSuite demo instance (refreshed periodically)

WikiSuite demo instance (refreshed periodically)

Status
● Open

Description
WikiSuite demo instance (refreshed periodically)

Reported by
Marc Laporte

Priority
2

Area
Tiki Wiki CMS Groupware
Realtime (Openfire/Jitsi Meet)
Syncthing
Kimchi (including KVM)
Elasticsearch
Community management
Promotion
Virtualmin

Details
Once we have Virtualmin apps for most of the important components, let's set up a demo instance. Data could be reset twice per week (for example)

How do we detect / prevent abuse? (ex.: some alerts on high numbers of mails sent per hour)
We can turn SSH off

root / admins users vs regular test users to the various GUIs
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WikiSuite: The most comprehensive and integrated Open Source enterprise solution.
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